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Text and photographs present garbage trucks, their parts, and their jobs.
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Considering other books and videos available, this is a waste. Including the cover, you get 8

pictures of garbage trucks. As others have written, it's too simplistic for older kids and too fragile for

the younger ones.

my 2 year old son is obsessed with waste management garbage trucks! this book is awesome -

great pictures with almost all the trucks showing the WM logo. he has to have it in his crib every

night. only wish it came in a board book version bc it is already getting beaten up.

I bought this for my 2 1/2 year old grandson and found it to be too simplistic and not worth what I

paid for it.

I bought this book (as well as another garbage truck book) for my 4 and 5-year olds as stocking

stuffers. They absolutely LOVE this book!!! They love garbage trucks, so this book as a Christmas



gift idea made perfect sense. The print is large and the book is inspiring my 5-year old to want to

read!!!!

It's fun for small children who love garbage trucks, but it could be better. For example, different

kinds of garbage trucks are pictured, but there is no explanation of the differences -- i.e, some load

trash in the back while others use an "arm" to lift the cans over the top; some carry recycling to be

made into new products, while others take trash to the dump. My son enjoyed the pictures but the

text could be a lot more educational. Also, be aware that despite the toddler-friendly subject matter,

the pages are thin paper, so don't expect a toddler-proof book.

My 5 year old loved this book. I got him several books about garbage trucks for Christmas and this

was his favorite.

My 2 1/2 year-old son loves this book. Great pictures and not too wordy.

good pictures, but kind of limited about information regarding garbage trucks. Also, dated

information about recycling trucks. I am keeping it around to maybe make a collage with my son out

of all the cool garbage truck pictures so that is why I give it the three stars.
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